FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CHEMEON® Debuts New Innovations at NASF SUR/FIN® 2017 (Booth #747)
Atlanta, GA. – On June 20, 2017 CHEMEON Surface Technology, a leading business-to-business
provider offering surface engineering solutions for light metals, debuted two of its latest
innovations, CHEMEON TCP-HF RTU (Hexavalent Free/Ready To Use) and a novel TRIVALENT
COLORANT (patent pending), which provide the industry with the most highly effective,
consistent, stable and environmentally safe trivalent chromate alternatives to hexavalent
chromates as a conversion coating and seal. (Booth #747)
CHEMEON TCP-HF RTU is a patent pending Ready To Use version of TCP-HF. Unlike other ready
to use trivalent chromates, TCP-HF RTU is truly ready to use – the pH has been pre-set and
stabilized during the manufacturing process so that the chemistry produces optimum
coatings without the need to analyze and adjust the chemistry. And adding CHEMEON’S colorant
to the TCP-HF bath provides stability that produces trivalent chromium conversion coatings in
various shades of blue on the surface of aluminum parts. CHEMEON’s corrosion resistant
coatings meet salt spray, low electrical resistance, and paint adhesion requirements of MIL-DTL5541 and MIL-DTL-81706.
“Innovation at CHEMEON is driven by our customers’ needs,” stated Ted Ventresca, President
and COO of CHEMEON Surface Technology. “Ready-to-use CHEMEON TCP-HF RTU and
CHEMEON Trivalent Colorant are just two examples of how we’re working closely with our
customers and industry to address its most pressing corrosion, adhesion and quality control
challenges.”
CHEMEON Surface Technology is the sole source of the exclusive and proprietary chemistries,
technical services, process control software, R&D, and training classes called Metalast, prior to
June 9, 2015. CHEMEON alone owns and has rights to all intellectual property, patents,
chemistry, trademarks, copyrights, goodwill, images, logos, customers, process control
software/code, contracts, chemical specifications, and database that were formerly Metalast
International LLC. CHEMEON’s 120+ products, including CHEMEON TCP-HF® (formerly known as
Metalast TCP-HF), remain available for purchase via their corresponding National Stock
Numbers (NSN) or by calling CHEMEON toll free at 888-638-2527.
About CHEMEON Surface Technology
CHEMEON Surface Technology is the only Woman Owned Small Business licensed by the US
Navy to manufacture and provide MIL-SPEC QPD/QPL Hex Free/Trivalent Chromate Conversion
Technology. CHEMEON's patented and proprietary chemistries are internationally recognized
for providing environmentally responsible anodizing and surface engineering treatments and
solutions for light metals including aluminum, titanium and magnesium.
Learn more at: www.chemeon.com
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